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 Together they present a way to radical happiness—In Radically Happy, a meditating Silicon Valley
entrepreneur teams up with a young, insightful, and traditionally educated Tibetan
Rinpoche.East meets West in this fresh, modern undertake a timeless challenge: how to find
contentment and meaning in existence.ll get to know your own mind and experience what sort
of slight shift in your perspective can create a radical change in your daily life. Using
mindfulness methods and accessible meditations, personal stories and scientific studies, you’a
feeling of well-being that you could access anytime but especially when life is challenging.
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A concise and secular distillation of Buddhism's most profound tips! The repeated assertions
that authors' claims are backed by research (perfectly true) are without citation or credit. Really
Terrific I am in love with this book!The book can be visually beautiful and chock-full of personal
stories both serious and humorous that help the reader connect with the material. And it's filled
up with easy-to-follow meditation exercises. "Dedicated to the contentment and well-getting of
everybody, everywhere.Full Disclosure: I am a student of Phakchok Rinpoche and also the
narrator of the audiobook. Beautiful, funny, and useful! I'm really enjoying reading Radically
Happy! And it's beautifully designed! Phakchok Rinpoche and Erric Solomon have done a great
program by providing such a lovely and accessible publication. Phakchok Rinpoche and Erric
Solomon use very personal , insightful experiences and step by step exercises to encourage and
guide the reader to higher happiness. Many thanks, Rinpoche and Erric!Kay HenryMassage
Therapist, Dharma Reserve Editor, Practitioner 28 mind training exercises to be truly human Easy
to read publication uncovering experiential pithy instructions from two authors from traditional
and modern tools world. The book takes one step by step from mastering the mind and
developing warm heartedness to totally ripened dignity. I would suggest this reserve to anyone
whether practitioner or not really. Profound and Uplifting Erric Solomon and Phakchok
Rinpoche's book is certainly a moving and pleasant door to enlightenment. Their mild strategy is
relaxed and basic. I recommend this book to individuals who have meditated for years also to
beginners as well. If you are willing to make some changes and to follow suggestions for a more
joyful lifestyle, this book is for you. Is actually a life-changer! I really like the combination of
"radically" and "content." Either alone could possibly be trite. I am learning out of this reserve
how to be more radically happy. Accessible and beautiful! This book is very accessible, beautiful,
and has so many gems that's very much worth the quick read! The book’s designer, Julian Pang,
reinforces the authors’ message through his artistic usage of color and Zen-like images. It is very
useful and the exercises are of help! A great guideline to a happier mind This book has so many
tips and techniques, all written in a very approachable and enjoyable way.. Batchelor and Wright
are also much better writers who in fact develop and increase their thoughts, write well (even
poetically) instead of tossing out an stream of anecdotal examples of friends' unhappiness or
their very own insufficient meaning in existence that needed rethinking. I get so many people
asking me about meditation and how exactly to perform it, and I cannot wait to share this
reserve with them. New practitioners will see this an accessible foray into mind-schooling, and
seasoned practitioners will understand meditation training instructions couched in completely
new and contemporary vocabulary. It offers ways to figure out how to use even nervousness to
bring you in to the present second, and manuals you in how exactly to develop space and open
up awareness atlanta divorce attorneys space.!" Radical Happiness is great! Simple but Profound
Buy this book and gain access to timeless wisdom for our modern times. sometimes superficial
but helpful non-etheless If you're searching for an intro to Buddhism or Mindfulness Meditation
you can find far better books out there than "Radically Happy." "Buddhism Without Beliefs" and
"Why Buddhism HOLDS TRUE" are more detailed, educational and cogent. I believe it can be
beneficial to just about anybody who has an interest in living their lives in a more thoughtful
way. This book presents some of the most profound Buddhist insights and practices in a handy,
concise, and completely secular way.) on meditation, mindfulness and how getting these and
various other practices into my lifestyle will enhance my entire life experiences! These times are
more loosey-goosey. In fairness, the authors don't pretend to be writing about any one
philosophy. They merely pinch different suggestions from Buddhism, TM and MM and calling it
"A User's Guide To YOUR BRAIN." While that provides it a relatively vague or slapdash



experience Radically Happy is not without merit. A great number of the exercises recommended
are worth trying. Further, any focus on being less judgmental, kinder or even more aware is
certainly helpful. It's as if the authors designed to relay traditional pith instructions to the
modern, vital thinking, but open-minded reader, in a brand new, clear, and an easy task to digest
method without losing any of those instructions' authenticity or depth. This lively, immediate
and unpretentious reserve wants you to become happy! That's problematic for me but might not
bother others. I've read a whole lot and practiced a whole lot, but there's always some wonderful
new method of looking at something that can lead to an AHA moment! As illustrated by the
authors, often our thoughts function against us, robbing us of our current happiness. AHA! A
meditative approach to happiness The authors combine their perspectives as a Tibetan Buddhist
and a Silicon Valley entrepreneur to describe a meditative approach to happiness. With its
engaging, direct design full of personal anecdotes of a Tibetan Buddhist grasp and long-time
practitioner, this book will undoubtedly teach you ways to access more pleasure in your life. It
feels as though the book is "talking" if you ask me, directly. Their explanations and exercises are
clear and understandable. This reserve is an East meets West guideline to bringing more
pleasure into your life. A lovely gift for friends especially people who may be wary of
meditation. The attention directed at all areas of the reserve’s creation reflects the book’s
content. The lessons contained in this volume will help the reader create a heightened
awareness leading to a deep feeling of wellbeing. Repetitive; It offers a fresh view (to me! Their
writing is usually engaging as they take the reader through the measures of developing
awareness. Gain Greater Benefits From Meditation Over the past many years meditation has
moved from being viewed as a woo-woo activity to widespread acceptance predicated on
scientific evidence of its benefits. You can find hundreds of videos on YouTube which talk about
the basic principles of meditation. If we desire to get the entire benefits meditation provides,
we need to exceed the basics of concentrating on the breath and understand the teachings
which support a happier existence. Phakchok Rinpoche, a Tibetan Buddhist grasp and Erric
Solomon, a Silicon Valley entrepreneur, have teamed together to author Radically Happy – A
User’s Information to your brain. Science is merely recently gaining better insights into the brain
and how it works. Buddhist monks have known these insights for centuries. The book can be
pleasing to the attention. Topics include getting in today's, relaxing the judging, paying
attention, cultivating dignity and loads more. Even when we have been experiencing an idyllic
instant, instead of enjoying the moment, our minds want to extend the knowledge. We also fall
into the trap of evaluating our idyllic times to other moments – reducing the joy we should be
experiencing.
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